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Abstract

Reading fluency—the speed and accuracy of reading connected text—is foundational

to educational success. The current longitudinal study investigates the neural corre-

lates of fluency development using a connected-text paradigm with an individualized

presentation rate. Twenty-six children completed a functional MRI task in 1st/2nd

grade (time 1) and again 1–2 years later (time 2). There was a longitudinal increase in

activation in the ventral occipito-temporal (vOT) cortex from time 1 to time 2. This

increase was also associated with improvements in reading fluency skills and modu-

lated by individual speed demands. These findings highlight the reciprocal relation-

ship of the vOT region with reading proficiency and its importance for supporting the

developmental transition to fluent reading. These results have implications for devel-

oping effective interventions to target increased automaticity in reading.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Reading fluency is the foundation for proficient reading and is critical

to educational success (Panel [U.S.], 2000). The term fluency refers to

the speed and accuracy of decoding connected text (Chard

et al., 2002). Despite extensive research into the brain basis of read-

ing, the topic of fluency development has been largely overlooked in

the neuroimaging literature. Insights into the neural processes under-

lying fluency development are important for understanding fluency

deficits in children with reading difficulties and for the development

of effective interventions targeting these deficits. The current longitu-

dinal study investigates the neural correlates of fluency using a

connected-text paradigm during a period of time in which children

transition from non-fluent to fluent reading.

The goal of successful reading acquisition is to read an unfamiliar

text fluently, with great automaticity, and comprehend it. In typical

reading development in English-speakers, children acquire fluency in

grades 2 and 3 (roughly 8–9 years old; Chall, 1983). The development

of fluency has been conceptualized as the outcome of achieving profi-

ciency in the lower-level component skills of reading (Kame'enui

et al., 2001; Wolf & Katzir-Cohen, 2001). More specifically, fluency is

achieved when processing at the phonological, orthographic,Ola Ozernov-Palchik and Dana Sury have been considered as co-first authors
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semantic, and morphological levels—and critically, among these

levels—becomes automatic. Automaticity has been defined as proces-

sing without expending attention or effort (Ehri, 2005). Automaticity

arises as a result of robust associations being formed between written

words and their linguistic representations (i.e., phonological and

semantic) through learning and practice (Ehri, 2005; Hudson

et al., 2008). Once these associations are established, word identifica-

tion of familiar words becomes primarily a memory retrieval process

that proceeds quickly and without readers' conscious control, result-

ing in fluent reading of connected text. This allows for processing

words in a fashion that support connecting words together into mean-

ingful strings and for allocating cognitive resources to support pro-

cesses related to comprehension of text (Perfetti, 1985).

Fluency serves as the foundation for the next stage in reading

development—reading to learn—that occurs in later grades

(Chall, 1983). When word recognition is not efficient, cognitive

resources that are needed to support text integration and comprehen-

sion are instead deployed to support word identification (Crain &

Shankweiler, 1990; Ozernov-Palchik et al., 2021; Wolf & Katzir-

Cohen, 2001). Indeed, there is evidence that fluency makes a unique

contribution to reading comprehension beyond accuracy (Cutting

et al., 2009; Joshi & Aaron, 2000; Silverman et al., 2013; Tilstra

et al., 2009) and has important implications for children with reading

difficulties, as a fluency deficit may describe some of the most

impaired readers, particularly in older grades (Wolf & Bowers, 1999).

Thus, fluency is a critical prerequisite for reading comprehension, but

the neurocognitive processes underlying the development of fluency

remain relatively unknown.

Neuroimaging studies of reading development have demon-

strated that foundational reading skills such as mapping phonemes

(i.e., speech sounds) to their orthographic representations (i.e., letters)

are associated with the structure and function of the temporoparietal

brain regions. A shift from early-reading in English (5–6 years) to

emergent reading (7–8 years) and subsequently increasingly fluent

reading (8–9 years) has been associated with increased development

and recruitment of the occipito-temporal brain regions (Chyl

et al., 2021; Pugh et al., 2001). The increased specialization of the

ventral occipito-temporal cortex (vOT) for print has emerged as an

important milestone for the development of word reading (Dehaene

et al., 2015). In particular, increased response of the vOT region to

words has been associated with better reading proficiency (Ben-

Shachar et al., 2011; Brem et al., 2020; Kubota et al., 2019; Maurer

et al., 2011; Olulade et al., 2013; Parviainen, 2006), and has been

shown longitudinally in response to reading instruction and interven-

tion (Brem et al., 2010; Fraga González et al., 2015; Rezaie

et al., 2011; Shaywitz et al., 2004) and in older as compared with

younger readers (Ben-Shachar et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2018).

As a result of its advantageous structural connections to the pho-

nological, semantic, and memory systems in the brain, the vOT region

becomes specialized for automatic word recognition with increased

reading experience (Centanni et al., 2018; Dehaene et al., 2010, 2015;

Dehaene & Cohen, 2007; Saygin et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2017;

Wang et al., 2020). For example, the connectivity of the vOT in pre-

readers, but not its responsiveness to print, has been shown to predict

the functional specificity of the region for words 3 years later (Saygin

et al., 2016). In earlier stages of reading development, the vOT

emerges as a hub linking visual letter patterns with first phonological

and then semantic representations; with increased reading expertise,

vOT assists in linking orthographic patterns directly with semantic

representations. In fluent readers, this region is thought to process

words in a similar way that other proximal regions in the left and right

hemispheres process objects such as faces, identifying them wholisti-

cally and without exerting conscious effort (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007;

Mei et al., 2010).

In support of the wholistic processing of words in the vOT of

expert readers, studies have demonstrated reduced activation to

words with stronger orthographic familiarity (Borowsky et al., 2007;

Borowsky & Besner, 2006; Bruno et al., 2008; Kronbichler

et al., 2004, 2007, 2009; van der Mark et al., 2009) suggesting that

more familiar words are processed with greater automaticity than less

familiar words. Word familiarity could only have an effect on vOT

activation if words are processed wholistically, rather than decoded

letter-by-letter. Furthermore, word length by lexicality interaction

effects in vOT have been demonstrated, with length having an effect

on vOT activation for non-words, but not for words. This supports

whole-word processing in vOT for familiar orthographic forms and

serial sub-lexical processing for novel orthographic forms (Schurz

et al., 2010).

Despite the overall understanding of the development of the

reading brain circuitry and the important role of vOT in automatic

word recognition, it remains unknown how reading fluency develops

in the brain. Studies investigating the brain correlates of reading have

primarily focused on single-word or letter identification for their func-

tional tasks (Aboud et al., 2018; Ben-Shachar et al., 2011; Brem

et al., 2010; Olulade et al., 2013; Shaywitz et al., 2004). Integrating

across words while reading connected text, however, is an important

feature of fluency during naturalistic reading (Hagoort, 2013). Several

studies compared individuals with reading fluency deficits to typical

readers using sentence-level stimuli and observed differences in acti-

vation in left temporoparietal (Meyler et al., 2007; Rimrodt

et al., 2009; Schulz et al., 2009), occipito-temporal, and inferior frontal

gyrus areas (Kronbichler et al., 2006). These studies, however, focused

on sentence comprehension and were not longitudinal.

Longitudinal designs allow investigators to characterize the neural

changes associated with a particular cognitive function in the same

individuals. Although a limited number of longitudinal studies have

used sentence tasks (Nugiel et al., 2019; Roe et al., 2018), these stud-

ies focused on measures of comprehension but not fluency and inves-

tigated brain differences in relation to intervention response, rather

than to business-as-usual development and schooling. Furthermore,

these studies held the speed of word processing constant, not

accounting for individual differences in the rate of word processing,

an important indicator of fluency (Chard et al., 2002). Therefore, no

previous neuroimaging studies have used naturalistic sentence-level

stimuli and manipulated individual reading speed to longitudinally

investigate the neural substrates of fluency development.

A more ecologically valid approach to neuroimaging of fluency

was implemented in several previous studies that measured
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differences in patterns of activation when reading speed is manipu-

lated within the same individuals and sentence-level stimuli are used

(Benjamin & Gaab, 2012; Christodoulou et al., 2014; Kujala

et al., 2007; Langer et al., 2013, 2019). For example, (Langer

et al., 2013, 2019) presented sentences at constrained, comfortable,

and accelerated speeds determined based on individual reading speed

to 8–12-year-old children with and without a reading disability. Both

groups of children showed an increased response in bilateral vOT with

increased fluency demands. Using the same task, another study in

adult participants also reported increased activity in the vOT regions

with higher speed demands (Benjamin & Gaab, 2012). A key finding

from these studies is increased activation in the vOT cortex with

increased reading speed; however, the developmental significance

and timeline of these findings for emerging fluency remains

undetermined.

The current study examined longitudinal changes in brain activa-

tion associated with fluent reading during the period in which children

typically transition from early to fluent reading. All children underwent

functional MRI while performing a reading fluency task (Benjamin &

Gaab, 2012; Langer et al., 2013, 2019) in which the speed of text pre-

sentation was manipulated at both time points. A critical advantage of

this approach for developmental research is controlling for task

demands across reading proficiency levels. If text were presented at

the same speed to all participants, slower readers (in this case younger

readers) may be presented with a more challenging task than faster

readers. This may result in increased recruitment of multi-demand

domain-general brain regions, rather than regions that support reading

fluency, the focus of this study. Therefore, comfortable reading speed

was determined for each child prior to the scan at both time points,

and this speed was used for the in-scanner task manipulation of two

speeds of presentation: comfortable and accelerated.

In order to impose increased speed demands on children's read-

ing, stimuli were presented in an accelerated manner (65% of comfort-

able speed). Previous findings using this task demonstrated increased

activation of the vOT region for accelerated as compared with com-

fortable conditions (Benjamin & Gaab, 2012; Langer et al., 2013,

2019). This manipulation is closely aligned with how fluency is mea-

sured in educational settings in which children read single words or

passages as quickly as they can (e.g., Woodcock et al., 2001). The con-

strained condition, where the speed of presentation is set, was also

included to allow to establish a “lowest-common-denominator” com-

parison across participants. Presenting the stimuli at the same speed

across participants is consistent with previous neuroimaging studies

of reading that kept presentation speed consistent across all partici-

pants, allowing for comparison with previous literature.

Based on previous findings of increased engagement of vOT with

reading proficiency and with increased speed demands, we hypothe-

sized that we would (1) observe increased engagement of the vOT

areas in older children as compared with younger children when com-

paring comfortable reading speeds; (2) increased engagement of these

regions with increased reading speed demands in both age groups;

and (3) an association between the increased activation in the vOT

regions and improvement in reading fluency performance across the

two time points.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Children (N = 26) were retrospectively selected from the Boston Lon-

gitudinal Dyslexia study (BOLD) aimed to study the neural trajectory

underlying typical and atypical reading development in children with

and without a family history of developmental dyslexia (Powers

et al., 2016; Raschle et al., 2011, 2012; Yu et al., 2020). Only partici-

pants whose fluency neuroimaging task and behavioral data were suc-

cessfully collected at two time points within a time gap of 1–2 years

were included in the current study (N = 31). Five children who per-

formed the in-scanner fluency task with <70% accuracy were

excluded from analyses, resulting in a sample of typical developing

children. As a result, 26 children (15 male) were included the final

sample for the current study. The mean age was 8.25 years

(SD = 9 months; children were in first or second grade) for the first

time point and 9.5 years (SD = 14 months; children were in third or

fourth grade) for the second time point, with a mean of 14

± 8 months between the two time points. All children were right-

handed, native English speakers with no history of neurological symp-

toms, head injuries, visual problems, or hearing loss. The study was

approved by the Institutional Review Board at Boston Children's Hos-

pital. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant's

accompanying parent, and verbal consent was obtained from each

participant. Parental education information is summarized in Table S1.

2.2 | Psychometric measurements

All children were examined using a comprehensive battery assessing

language, pre-reading, and reading skills. To avoid redundancy and

reduce the number of comparisons, group characterization for the two

time points focused on assessments that tested specific reading and

reading-related skills: phonological processing (Comprehensive Test of

Phonological Processing, CTOPP, [Wagner et al., 1999]), rapid naming

(3-Set subtest of the RAN/RAS [Wolf & Denckla, 2005]), single-word

reading (Word ID and Word Attack subtests of the Woodcock Read-

ing Mastery Test-Revised [WRMT-R; Woodcock, 2011]), Passage

Comprehension (WRMT-R) (Woodcock, 2011), and the Reading Flu-

ency subtest of the Woodcock-Johnson Test of Achievement Third

Edition (WJ-III) (Woodcock et al., 2001). The performance on these

assessments for all participants is summarized in Table 1.

2.3 | MRI acquisition and analysis

2.3.1 | Fluency task

This task was previously used and described by Benjamin and Gaab

(2012) in adults and by Langer et al. (2013, 2019) in typically develop-

ing children and children with reading disabilities. For each trial, sen-

tences comprised of four words were presented at a constrained,

comfortable, or accelerated speed. The comfortable reading condition
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represented reading as it unfolds under naturalistic conditions when

people read text at the speed that is comfortable to them. The con-

strained condition was included to dissociate the demands of speed

from accuracy of reading and to ground the paradigm in prior litera-

ture that investigated reading using predetermined speed for all par-

ticipants. The accelerated condition was designed to parallel

behavioral studies of reading fluency by imposing speed demands on

reading within an individually determined range.

The speed of word presentation in the constrained condition was

fixed at 1350 ms for all participants. In contrast, the comfortable read-

ing speed was customized for each participant outside the scanner

(described in the subsequent section). The speed of the accelerated

condition was 35% faster than the comfortable speed. As such, pre-

sentation speeds for comfortable and accelerated conditions varied

across subjects and time points, while presentation speed for the con-

strained condition was the same across participants and time points.

Word characteristics, including the age of acquisition, word frequency,

familiarity, concreteness, imageability, and the number of phonemes

and letters, were controlled using the MRC database (http://websites.

psychology.uwa.edu.au/school/MRCDatabase/uwa_mrc.htm).

2.3.2 | Determination of comfortable sentence
reading speed

Before scanning, children underwent testing to determine their indi-

vidual reading speeds. They were presented with three passages and

asked to read them at a comfortable speed, taking as much time as

necessary to complete. To capture their reading time, children pressed

a key on a laptop to present each passage and another key when they

finished reading the passage.

2.3.3 | fMRI task

Before undergoing MRI, children underwent intensive training using a

mock MRI scanner (for details, see Raschle et al., 2009, 2012). The

fMRI implementation of the fluency task was identical to that used in

Langer et al. (2013, 2019) and the child-adapted version of the

experimental fluency design employed in Benjamin and Gaab (2012).

The task was presented in two 9-min-long runs, which included real

word sentence (i.e., task) and letter string sentence (i.e., control) con-

ditions, each presented at constrained, comfortable, and accelerated

speeds.

Participants were first presented with a picture cue indicating

word presentation speed (turtle-constrained; cat-normal; rabbit-accel-

erated). Participants were then presented with a sentence one word at

a time at one of the speeds (e.g., “The cat ran”), followed by a compre-

hension question. The comprehension phase included selecting one of

three pictures that best describes the presented sentence. Children

were instructed to choose the image that best represented the mean-

ing of the sentence. For the control letter task, following the speed

indicator picture, strings of “n” letters were presented in place of the

words, spaced to appear with a similar structure as sentences, with

one different target letter. Children were asked to choose the oddball

letter (“f”, “p”, or “x”) that appeared in one of the last two letter

strings. This control task was designed to probe lower-level ortho-

graphic skills (e.g., visual attention/visual search) and letter recognition

but not rely on high-level reading skills (e.g., semantic processing). Each

of the two runs comprised 42 (21 words and 21 letter string) sen-

tences, with the number of letters matched across conditions and runs.

Across the two runs, 14 words and 14 letter string sentences appeared

for each reading speed (constrained, comfortable, and accelerated).

Task and control trials were presented using an event-related

design with the order of the two conditions (real word and letter

string sentences) and speed pseudorandomized. Each trial began with

an image cue indicating the upcoming presentation speed, which

appeared on the screen for 500 ms and was followed by a black

screen for 200 ms. Then, the words or control stimuli appeared from

left to right at constrained, comfortable, or accelerated speed until the

complete sentence was displayed. This was followed by a blank

screen (200 ms). Subsequently, the comprehension or letter viewing

testing phase appeared on the screen for 3000 ms or until the partici-

pant indicated their response (with a button press). The location of

the correct image/letter was pseudorandomized in each trial. Each

trial ended with a fixation cross presented for a variable time for up to

2000 ms. Performance was measured by the percent of trials

answered correctly.

TABLE 1 Mean (SD) standard/scale
scores for the reading and reading
related subskills psychometric
assessment

1st time point 2nd time point

tMean (SD) Mean (SD)

Word ID 109.85 (12.2) 108.81 (10.73) 0.73

Word attack 111.92 (15.81) 106.6 (9.27) 2.33

Passage comprehension 108.32 (12.4) 109.23 (11.67) �0.33

Reading fluency 105.48 (15.98) 105.23 (13) �0.04

Phonological awareness—elision 11.04 (3.1) 11 (2.93) 0.07

Phonological awareness—blending 10.65 (2.18) 10.88 (2.88) 0.57

Phonological awareness—nonword repetition 9.81 (2.67) 10.0 (2.97) �0.33

Rapid alternating stimulus tests 106 (19.27) 104.19 (14.23) 0.68
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2.3.4 | Imaging protocol and analysis

MRI scans were acquired on a SIEMENS 3.0 T Trio MR whole-body

scanner. 271 whole-brain images were acquired in each of the two

fMRI runs with a 32-slice functional echo-planar acquisition (inter-

leaved ascending) using TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 192 mm

(full brain coverage), voxel size = 3 � 3 � 4 mm, and flip angle = 90�.

2.3.5 | Preprocessing

The first four images of each run were discarded to account for field

effects. Data were then preprocessed and analyzed using FSL 5.9

(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), beginning with motion correction

(MCFLIRT), slice-timing correction, brain extraction (BET), linear regis-

tration (12 degrees of freedom) to the MNI 152 T1 template (FLIRT),

spatial smoothing (4 mm FWHM kernel), and high-pass filtering (50 s).

To deal with the relatively high degree of head motion common in

pediatric neuroimaging, we used the ART toolbox (http://cibsr.

stanford.edu/tools/human-brainproject/artrepair-software.html) to

carefully detect volumes using a translation threshold of 2 mm and a

rotation threshold of 0.02 mm. All subjects had two runs in which

≥85% of the constituent volumes were free of artifactual volumes.

Subjects not meeting this criterion were excluded from further ana-

lyses (N = 7). Motion parameters and artifactual volumes were

entered as regressors in the first-level model.

2.3.6 | Analysis

Whole-brain analysis was performed in three stages. (1) A first-level

model was designed for each participant and each run. Data were pre-

whitened and regressors were modeled for the speed cues; con-

strained, comfortable and accelerated fluent sentence reading;

constrained, comfortable, and accelerated letter string reading; sen-

tence and control comprehension stimuli; and intertrial fixation.

Motion parameters and artifactual volumes were defined as con-

founding extraneous variables. (2) We used an event-related design in

which the four words or letter strings constituted a single event. Note

that unequal numbers of images were acquired for each participant

and between the two time points since the individual reading speed

varied between participants and between the two time points. FSL,

however, can accommodate this variance (for a review, see

Beckmann & Smith, 2004; Smith et al., 2004). Additionally, using FSL,

low-level design matrices do not need to be identical to compare the

subjects on a higher-level analysis (Smith et al., 2004). (3) For each

time point, the two-runs of each child's data were combined in fixed-

effects models and then entered into a group-level random-effects

analysis (FLAME 1). Second-level statistical maps were generated

using a (Gaussianized t-statistic) threshold of Z = 2.3 and a cluster-

corrected threshold of P < .05 for the within-group and between-

groups (i.e., time points) contrasts.

The following contrasts were examined (see Table 2)

1. Developmental reading effects: Validation of sentence reading

activation at time 1 and time 2. To characterize the overall patterns of

brain activity during sentence reading and replicate previous results

with children (Langer et al., 2013, 2019), we examined sentence read-

ing activation at each speed (constrained, comfortable, accelerated)

separately in contrast to fixation (rest condition) at both time 1 and

time 2 reading stages. We then compared activation for each sentence

speed condition (relative to fixation) between reading stages. To

examine the specificity of the developmental effects to connected-

text reading, we repeated the analyses for the letters > fixation con-

trast at east speed.

2. Sentence reading effects: Comparison between sentence reading

and letter string reading at time 1 and time 2 regardless of reading speed.

We compared fluent sentence reading to letter string reading to iden-

tify brain regions that responded selectively to sentence reading. We

computed the contrast sentence reading [all speeds] > letter string

reading [all speeds], first for each reading stage separately, and then

between the two reading stages (time 2 > time 1).

3. Fluency effects: Comparison among reading speeds at time 1 and

time 2 reading stages. We compared activation at the two time points

for conditions with higher presentation rate with conditions with

lower presentation rate to identify brain regions that responded selec-

tively to the increased demands of more rapid reading (sentence read-

ing [accelerated] > sentence reading [comfortable]; sentence reading

[comfortable] > sentence reading [constrained] and sentence reading

[accelerated] > sentence reading [constrained]).

2.3.7 | Individual differences effects: Region-of-
interest analysis

Based on previous results using this paradigm (Benjamin &

Gaab, 2012; Langer et al., 2013, 2019), a region-of-interest (ROI) anal-

ysis was performed for the bilateral vOT cortex. First, regions engaged

in fluent sentence reading were identified through the contrast of

sentence reading [comfortable] > sentence reading [constrained]. Sec-

ond, ROIs were defined as the intersection between the functional

activation and the fusiform region (one per hemisphere) as defined

with the Harvard–Oxford anatomical atlas. Finally, subjects' mean

contrasts of parameter estimates (COPEs) were then extracted from

ROIs for fluent sentence reading under increased speed demands

(accelerated > constrained) via featquery. (http://www.FMRIb.ox.ac.

uk/fsl/feat5/featquery.html) at each reading stage.

We then used these ROIs to investigate longitudinal brain-

behavior associations. We first calculated the change in activation in

the left vOT regions during fluent sentence > rest reading (comfort-

able > constrained speed) and, as a control, letters > rest by subtract-

ing the contrast maps of the time 1 point from the time 2 point for

each participant. Next, we calculated the differences in raw scores

between the two time points (time 2–time 1) for the WJ Reading Flu-

ency test (Woodcock et al., 2001; a reading fluency measure). This

measure was selected because it requires participants to read sen-

tences as quickly as possible, thereby manipulating speed demands
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during reading of connected text. It is, therefore, most closely aligned

with the neuroimaging task requirements. For exploratory purposes

and for establishing the specificity of the association with measures of

connected text fluency, but not decoding, we repeated the analyses

with the other reading measures (TOWRE Phonemic Decoding and

Sight Word Efficiency, RAN 2-Set, and WJ Word Attack). Differences

in time passed between time 1 and time 2 behavioral and MRI data

collection points, which varied across subjects, were controlled for in

all tests for correlations between the brain and behavioral measures

of reading.

2.4 | RESULTS

2.4.1 | Psychometric assessment

Standardized psychometric test scores did not differ between time 1

and time 2 points (Table 1), according to a paired t-test, indicating that

children retained their relative reading proficiency across time. How-

ever, as expected, raw psychometric scores differed between the two

time points for all reading tests (Word ID, Word Attack, Passage Com-

prehension, and Reading Fluency) and the RAN (Table 3), indicating

improved reading skills across time. No significant differences

between 1st and 2nd time points were observed for phonological

awareness as measured using the CTOPP raw scores.

2.4.2 | Determining sentence reading speed

For all participants except one, Comfortable reading speed, as deter-

mined before each MR scanning session, was faster than the

Constrained reading speed (t[24.23] = 12.82, p < 0.001). The Com-

fortable speed improved across participants (i.e., reading rate

increased (from time 1 [ms/word = 621 ± 288 ms] to time 2

[ms/word = 454 ± 132 ms]; t[25] = 4.03, p < 0.001).

2.4.3 | In-scanner performance

We used a three-way repeated-measures with time (time 1 and time

2), reading speed (constrained, comfortable, and accelerated), and

condition (sentences, letters) as within-subject variables to test for

differences in reading accuracy. Results indicated a main effect of

time on in-scanner reading accuracy [F (1, 288) = 16.61, p < 0.001]

with higher accuracy in time 2, compared with time 1. There was also

a main effect of condition [F (1, 288) = 8.36, p = 0.001], with higher

accuracy in the letters as compared with sentences condition. Nei-

ther the main effect of reading speed [F (2, 288) = 0.41, p = 0.66]

nor the interactions among the three variables (p's > 0.09) were

significant.

2.5 | fMRI results

2.5.1 | Developmental reading effects

When compared with rest, sentence reading (all speeds combined) for

time 1 and time 2 activated the bilateral ventral occipito-temporal

(vOT) regions, including the lingual gyrus and fusiform gyrus, and the

insular cortex (Table 4). A comparison between the two time points

revealed increased activation at the time 2 in the left vOT for all three

reading speeds (Figure 1).

TABLE 2 Raw scores (number of
correct responses) for the psychometric
assessments and in-scanner accuracy for
each time point and t-score for the time
points comparisons

1st time point 2nd time point

tMean (SD) Mean (SD)

Word ID 58.3 (14.18) 70.27 (14.18) 6.55**

Word attack 24.27 (10.3) 28.77 (7.98) 4.48**

Passage comprehension 30.54 (10.02) 39.65 (9.12) 7.38**

Reading fluency 30.65 (13) 42.77 (14) 9.09**

Phonological awareness—Elision 13.85 (4.6) 15.04 (4.85) 1.28

Phonological awareness—Blending 13.54 (3.29) 14.15 (4.09) 1.31

Phonological awareness—nonword repetition 10.19 (2.94) 11.0 (3.49) 1.28

Rapid alternating stimulusa 3-Set 30.65 (17.44) 42.77 (9.6) 3.01**

Sentence comfortable accuracy 95.45 (11.27) 98.4 (5.28) 2.1*

Sentence fast accuracy 90.63 (13.08) 97.44 (5.66) 2.2*

Sentence slow accuracy 92.51 (10.79) 97.69 (6.83) 2.39*

Letter comfortable accuracy 96.50 (7.76) 98.40 (3.35) 2.1*

Letter fast accuracy 97.85 (5.26) 99.04 (3.6) 2.2*

Letter slow accuracy 96.28 (7.08) 99.36 (1.81) 2.39*

Note: **p < 0.001, *p < 0.05.
aRaw scores represent time in second. Lower values represent better performance.
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TABLE 3 Results for the sentences reading (all speeds) > rest for each time point and the time points comparisons

Time point Speed rate Voxels Z-MAX

MNI coordinates (mm)

Location (Z-MAX)X Y Z

2613 5.11 �6 �28 �6 Left thalamus extending to the left fusiform gyrus

1st All speeds 1009 4.88 22 �58 �10 Right lingual gyrus

300 3.98 �6 0 54 Left cingulate/paracingulate gyrus extending into
juxtapositional lobule cortexa

252 3.83 �30 24 �2 Left insular cortex

Constrained 2887 4.49 �26 �60 �10 Left temporal occipital fusiform cortex

1575 4.9 22 �58 �10 Right lingual gyrus

261 3.94 4 �54 �38 Hippocampus

Comfortable 865 4.88 �6 �28 �6 Cingulate gyrus

551 4.75 26 �54 6 Right precuneous cortex

287 3.95 �26 �2 �2 Intra calcarine cortex

259 3.84 �26 �46 �8 Left lingual gyrus

Accelerated 1960 4.96 �8 �16 4 Left thalamus

768 4.45 26 �54 6 Right precuneous cortex

496 3.77 �26 �74 �8 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

303 4.09 �30 22 �4 Left insular cortex

292 4.21 34 18 6 Right insular cortex

275 3.97 �6 �2 54 Left cingulate/paracingulate gyrus extending into
juxtapositional lobule cortexa

2nd All speeds 6116 4.88 �28 �72 �10 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

283 3.92 �28 �76 24 Left lateral occipital cortex, superior division

Constrained 5973 5.32 �24 �52 �14 Left temporal occipital fusiform cortex

551 3.96 0 �52 �40 Hippocampus

352 3.77 �30 �8 �4 Left insular cortex

Comfortable 5509 4.77 34 �44 �14 Right temporal occipital fusiform cortex

290 3.69 �28 �78 26 Left lateral occipital cortex, superior division

Accelerated 2116 4.73 6 �28 �8 Right thalamus extending to the fusiform cortex

1727 4.32 30 �58 �10 Right temporal occipital fusiform cortex

2nd > 1st All speeds 1506 3.69 �2 �96 �14 Left occipital pole

1184 3.92 �36 �72 �10 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

727 4.31 4 �68 46 Right precuneous cortex

538 3.39 �18 �70 �32 Hippocampus

387 3.76 18 �68 22 Right cuneal cortex

218 3.52 �12 �92 �26 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

Constrained 383 4.1 2 �68 48 Right precuneous cortex

Comfortable 1633 4.05 �36 �72 �12 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

915 3.89 24 �72 �10 Right occipital fusiform gyrus

570 3.51 �24 �34 �40 Hippocampus

518 3.96 4 �68 46 Right lingual gyrus

286 3.32 38 �86 �14 Right lateral occipital cortex, inferior division

222 3.69 �22 �86 �20 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

875 3.9 �30 �66 �22 Left occipital fusiform gyrus

Accelerated 791 3.57 36 �44 �24 Right temporal occipital fusiform cortex

649 4.13 2 �70 48 Right precuneous cortex

353 3.67 24 �86 22 Right occipital fusiform gyrus

207 3.96 40 �84 �14 Right lateral occipital cortex, inferior division

567 3.73 4 �68 48 Right precuneous cortex

aFormerly supplementary motor cortex.
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2.5.2 | Sentence reading effects

The contrast of fluent sentence reading (all speeds) versus letter string

reading (all speeds) revealed increased activation in the left and right

vOT for both time points (Figure 2). A paired t-test for the contrast

sentence > letters resulted in no significant differences between the

two time points. The specificity of the developmental effects for sen-

tences was also investigated using an ROI approach (Figure 3). Mixed

effects models with the mean of significant voxels in vOT for the con-

trasts (a) sentences > rest and (b) letters > rest as dependent variables

revealed a significant effect of time in the sentences model (b = 0.116,

SE = 0.04, t = 2.8, p = 0.01), but not in the letters model (b = 0.033,

SE = 0.05, t = 0.613, p = 0.546). These results suggest that the devel-

opmental trajectory of vOT specialization for reading sentences is dif-

ferent from its specialization for processing strings of letters.

2.5.3 | Fluency effects

Results for sentence reading rate contrasts (accelerated > constrained;

comfortable > constrained; and accelerated > comfortable) are pre-

sented in Table 4 and Figure 4. There were no significant differences

in activation in response for the different contrasts for time 1. For time

2, greater activation was shown in the left vOT for accelerated > con-

strained contrasts and the bilateral vOT for comfortable > constrained

contrast (Figure 4). No significant activations were found for the

accelerated > comfortable contrast. For the longitudinal comparison,

greater activation in time 2 compared with time 1 was shown in the

bilateral vOT for the accelerated > constrained contrast and in the left

fusiform cortex for the comfortable > constrained contrast. No signifi-

cant differences were found for differences between time 2 and time

1 across speed contrasts for the letters condition.

TABLE 4 Results for the different sentences reading speed comparisons

Time
point Contrast Voxels

p value
corrected

Z-
MAX

MNI

coordinates (mm)

Location (Z-MAX)X Y Z

2nd Accelerated > Constrained 732 8.94E-07 3.73 38 �50 �16 Right temporal occipital fusiform

cortex

652 3.81E-06 3.87 �26 �58 �12 Left temporal occipital fusiform cortex

Comfortable > Constrained 1140 8.54E-09 4.23 �26 �58 �12 Left temporal occipital fusiform cortex

976 1.19E-07 3.84 26 �60 �10 Right temporal occipital fusiform

cortex

2nd > 1st Accelerated > Constrained 275 0.00703 3.35 �28 �56 �14 Left temporal occipital fusiform cortex

Comfortable > Constrained 1361 1.69E-10 4.55 �28 �56 �14 Left temporal occipital fusiform cortex

1069 1.06E-08 3.78 26 �60 �10 Right temporal occipital fusiform

cortex

Note: No significant differences for the speed comparisons were found for the first time point.

F IGURE 1 Fluent sentence
reading (all speeds) > rest for the
time 1 point, time 2 point, and

the comparison between the two
time points. Children show
increased BOLD responses in
several cortical and subcortical
region mainly in occipito-
temporal regions. The level of
significance was set at p < 0.05
cluster-corrected.
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2.5.4 | Region of interest analysis

First, we computed the correlation between change in activation for

time 2–time 1 for the left vOT cortex for sentences greater than rest

(accelerated > constrained condition) and change in reading fluency

(WJ-III reading fluency subtest raw scores for time 2 � raw scores for

time 1; Figure 5), while controlling for time passed between the two

time points (see Methods for details). A significant positive correlation

(r [26] = 0.42, p = 0.033) was observed between change in left vOT

activation for sentences and change in reading fluency.

Next, to explore whether the association was specific to changes in

fluency and not the result of confounding maturational influences on

both brain and reading development, we tested the specificity of the

association to the sentences contrast, but not letters. Indeed, the associ-

ation between reading fluency development and increased vOT

activation for letters was not significant (r [26] = 0.05, p = 0.82). Finally,

to evaluate the specificity of the brain-behavior association to the

domain of connected-text fluency, we ran exploratory correlations with

other behavioral measures administered in the study (Table S1). No

other relationships between brain function and reading abilities were

significant, but there were small-to-medium associations with GORT

Fluency (r [24] = 0.32, p = 0.11) and RAN 2-Set

(r [24] = 0.27, p = 0.19).

Finally, to investigate whether the activity of vOT is modulated

by the speed of stimulus presentation we tested whether brain activ-

ity in the left vOTcortex is related to the individual comfortable speed

of presentation. We found that speed of presentation was not corre-

lated with vOT activation for Sentences greater than Rest condition

at Time 1 (r [24] = �0.31, p = 0.126) or Time 2 (r [24] = 0, p = 0.98),

or with an increase in activation from Time 1 to Time 2 adjusted for

F IGURE 2 Fluent sentence reading
(all speeds) > letter reading (all speeds) for
time 1 and time 2. Children show
increased BOLD responses in bilateral
ventral occipito-temporal (vOT) cortex for
the sentence reading task vs. the letter
reading task. Time points comparison did
not reveal significant differences. The
level of significance was set at p < 0.05

cluster-corrected.

F IGURE 3 Individual growth lines for all participants representing increased activation from time 1 to time 2 in the left ventral occipito-
temporal (vOT) regions for sentences (a) and letters (b) conditions.
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age (r [24] = 0.26, p = 0.2). Similarly, there was no significant associa-

tion with activation for the Letters condition at Time 1 (r [24] = 0.11,

p = 0.583) or to Time 2 (r [24] = 0.09, p = 0.668), or to an increase in

activation adjusted for age (r [24] = 0.02, p = 0.917). Thus, we did not

find evidence that the speed of presentation is related to activation in

the vOT cortex, and it is therefore not likely to modulate the associa-

tion between children's reading fluency and brain activation.

3 | DISCUSSION

The current study investigated developmental changes in neural pat-

terns of activation underlying reading fluency. The study is novel in

that it uses a longitudinal design and a more ecologically valid task

that changes fluency demand by manipulating the presentation speed

for each participant according to their individual-based reading speed.

First, we demonstrated increased activation of the bilateral ventral

occipito-temporal regions (vOT) in children during reading at their

comfortable speed at time 2 compared with time 1. Second, consistent

with studies in same-age children (Christodoulou et al., 2014; Langer

et al., 2013, 2019) and adults (Benjamin & Gaab, 2012), increased

engagement of these regions was associated with increased speed

demands at time 2, but not in time 1. Finally, increased activation in

vOT was associated with a larger growth in reading fluency skills.

Taken together, our findings provide critical insights on the associa-

tion between the development of the vOT and children's transition to

fluent reading.

3.1 | Reading activation profiles across the two
time points

There were differences in activation patterns between time 1 and time

2 points, across all presentation speeds. Specifically, in time 1, children

recruited insular, cingulate, and occipito-temporal regions during sen-

tence reading. In time 2, there was significant recruitment of occipito-

temporal areas only. The results in the older children were strikingly par-

allel to those obtained in previous studies using the same paradigm of

comparable age or older individuals (Benjamin & Gaab, 2012; Langer

et al., 2013, 2019). The younger group's patterns of activation, however,

were notably distinct (although the direct comparison did not reach sig-

nificance), with increased recruitment of multi-demand regions during

F IGURE 4 Comparisons of different
reading speed (comfortable> constrained
sentence reading; accelerated >
constrained sentences reading) for time
2 and the time points comparisons.
Children show increased BOLD responses
in bilateral vOT cortex in advanced
reading stage and for the time points
comparisons. No significant effects were

found for time 1. The level of significance
was set at p < 0.05 cluster-corrected.

F IGURE 5 A scatter plot illustrating partial correlation of growth in left vOT cortex activation (ROI) for sentence Reading (a) and letter string
Reading (b) conditions with growth in reading fluency (WJ-III) controlling for the time differences between two measures (r [26] = 0.53,
p = 0.007).
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sentence reading (i.e., insular cortex, cingulate cortex, and precuneus).

These regions were shown to support a range of executive control func-

tions (e.g., inhibitory control, attentional selection, conflict resolution,

maintenance and manipulation of task sets) for both linguistic and non-

linguistic tasks (Duncan & Owen, 2000; Fedorenko, 2014; Fedorenko

et al., 2013; Hugdahl et al., 2015). Previous studies found increased

engagement of these systems to support decoding in non-proficient

readers (Ozernov-Palchik et al., 2021; Roe et al., 2018; Ryherd

et al., 2018). These differences in patterns of activation between the

two time points support the critical transition proposed around 3rd

grade from effortful reading that requires the utilization of considerable

cognitive resources, to increasingly automatic word recognition. Such

automatic word recognition is akin to the effortless processing of other

visual objects such faces (Chall, 1996).

A direct comparison between the two time points revealed that

activation in vOT increases longitudinally. Indeed, increased engage-

ment of this region was shown to parallel increased perceptual exper-

tise for processing words in longitudinal studies of early readers

(Brem et al., 2010; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2018; Pleisch

et al., 2019; Saygin et al., 2016). Specifically, as word processing in

vOT becomes increasingly fluent, this region operates to rapidly

extract invariant information from the word form, linking this informa-

tion with the corresponding higher-level linguistic representations and

attentional systems (Chen et al., 2019; Price & Devlin, 2011; Schlag-

gar & McCandliss, 2007). Although previous studies demonstrated

developmental differences in the region, this is the first study to

adjust for potential differences in fluency-related task difficulty in a

longitudinal design. This is important because of the sensitivity of

vOT to differences in task demands and durations of exposure

(Benjamin & Gaab, 2012; Dehaene & Cohen, 2011). By establishing

each participant's comfortable reading speed and choosing simple

sentence stimuli, we equated task demands and the optimal exposure

speed between the two time points, and across individuals. We can

therefore confidently interpret our findings as representing increased

specialization of the vOT region for fluent reading.

The location of the vOT across contrasts was more medial than its

classical coordinates (�43, �54, �12; Cohen & Dehaene, 2004), but it

showed consistency in terms of location with other studies that used

this task (Benjamin & Gaab, 2012; Langer et al., 2013). The specific

coordinates of the region vary across studies and across contrasts in

the current study, suggesting sensitivity to differences in task

demands. For example, more medial sectors of vOT have previously

been shown to exhibit increased sensitivity to lexico-semantic features

(Vinckier et al., 2007) and to unimodal visual, rather than cross-modal

visual and auditory, word processing (Cohen & Dehaene, 2004).

3.2 | Early specialization of vOT for sentence
reading

The contrast sentence > letter reading (averaged across all speeds)

revealed similar patterns of activation in the bilateral vOT in both

times 1 and 2. Our results support previous findings of print-induced

activation in the vOT region at the beginning reading stages and its

increase with reading experience (Centanni et al., 2017; Dehaene-

Lambertz et al., 2018; Lochy et al., 2016; Saygin et al., 2016). As the

region's activation for single letters decreases, its activation for words

increases. Specifically, a recent study has documented an inverted U-

shaped pattern of activity of vOT to letter stimuli that peaks in the 1st

grade once the alphabetic code has been mastered, but then begins to

dip (Fraga González et al., 2015; Fraga-González et al., 2021). Speciali-

zation for words follows a similar trajectory (Maurer et al., 2006). The

onset of the vOT activation curve follows the decline in its responses

to letters, and with a more extended peak, as word mastery is a longer

milestone to reach (Centanni et al., 2017). Since previous develop-

mental studies examined words presented in isolation, it remains

unknown whether the course of specialization of vOT to connected

text follows a similar trajectory. Our study precludes us from estab-

lishing the trajectory of the sentence-responses beyond our 2nd time

point (3rd/4th grades). Longitudinal studies with additional measure-

ment occasions are therefore needed to map out the course of vOT

activation under naturalistic reading conditions.

All the vOT effects in the current study were bilaterally distrib-

uted. Although the processing of orthographic information in the

vOT cortex is considered left-lateralized (Baker et al., 2007; Cohen &

Dehaene, 2004; Glezer & Riesenhuber, 2013; Hirshorn et al., 2016;

Woodhead et al., 2011), the extent of the left-hemispheric domi-

nance depends on multiple factors such participants' age (Centanni

et al., 2018; James, 2010), reading proficiency (Maisog et al., 2008;

Martin et al., 2015; Richlan et al., 2011), task demands (e.g., semantic

demands placed by the task; Seghier & Price, 2011), and type of stim-

uli (e.g., letters versus words; Fraga-González et al., 2021). Although

single word reading tends to elicit a more left-lateralized response,

increased right-hemispheric involvement has been demonstrated for

sentence reading (Beaucousin et al., 2011). Sentence reading relies

on the contextual integration processes in the right hemisphere to

construct meaning (for reviews see Bookheimer, 2002;

Lindell, 2006).

Moreover, the bilateral distribution of neural responses to words

during reading development is consistent with the idea that initial

word processing involves the same neural systems as objects and

faces in both hemispheres because the feedforward features are simi-

lar (Behrmann & Plaut, 2020). As children become increasingly fluent

readers, word processing gradually becomes left-lateralized because

of the continuous interactions with the left-dominant language sys-

tem. Indeed, bilateral responses to word reading were reported in pre-

vious studies of a similar age group as the current sample (age range

7–9 years; [Church et al., 2008; Turkeltaub et al., 2003]), but in stud-

ies of older children left-hemispheric specialization has been reported

(age range 8–15 years; [Ben-Shachar et al., 2011; Maurer et al., 2006,

2011]). Therefore, the bilateral patterns of activation in the current

study are consistent with the sensitivity of this region to variations in

study design and suggest that left lateralization occurs later in reading

development than at the age studied here.

The increased response in the current study of vOT to sentences,

as compared with letters, is consistent with the Interactive Account

(Price & Devlin, 2011) of vOT specialization. This account applies a

predictive coding framework to describe how high-order language
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regions (e.g., phonological and semantic regions) generate predictions

regarding the identity of words based on the contextual cues and

lower-level visuospatial features. Activation in the vOT region reflects

prediction error. i.e., the discrepancy between the predictive and the

sensory signals. Predictions are stronger for words, especially when

these words are embedded in sentences that provide strong contex-

tual cues to word identification than for letter strings, resulting in

more robust error signals and increased activation for words as com-

pared with letters (Price et al., 1996).

This framework has important implications for developmental dif-

ferences within the vOT. In preliterate children, vOT activation is low

because the orthographic inputs fail to trigger the corresponding

higher-level representations; therefore top-down influences are weak.

In early readers, the discrepancy between the top-down and bottom-

up signals is maximal, resulting in the strongest activation. The predic-

tion errors will decrease with increased reading expertise. The exact

timing of the activation peak in the vOT is difficult to ascertain pre-

cisely. Various confounding factors could affect activation patterns in

the vOT. Transparency of orthography is one such factor (Aro &

Wimmer, 2003; Carioti et al., 2021). For example, maximal activity

was demonstrated in 2nd grade in children reading in German, which

has a more transparent orthography than English (Maurer et al., 2006;

van der Mark et al., 2011). Another factor is processing demands

imposed by the task. For example, if task demands are not controlled

for, some of the vOT signal in younger readers could reflect additional

effort. Additional factors include stimulus exposure durations

(Schuster et al., 2015) and nature of the task (e.g., lexical decision,

-overt or covert naming, silent reading, single words) that have varied

across different studies and have implications for the generalizability

of findings to natural reading (Rayner, 1998; Wehbe et al., 2014;

Yarkoni et al., 2008).

It is therefore likely, based on the current findings, that the activa-

tion peak in children learning to read English orthography will coincide

with the development reading framework that posits that reading

mastery is achieved at around 4th grade (Chall, 1983). Thus, increased

activation in vOT in more expert readers, as compared with their

younger counterparts, is consistent with the interactive specialization

framework (Price & Devlin, 2011). This framework sees increased spe-

cialization of the region through recurrent connectivity between the

linguistic and the vOT components (i.e., higher language and lower

sensory levels) through the experience of learning to read.

3.3 | Speed demands modulate vOT activation

How does fluency play into the predictive coding framework? We

showed that reading speed modulates brain activation only at the time

2 point, after children became more proficient in reading. It is possible

that increased speed demands resulted in more prediction errors due

to less accurate top-down predictions. Since the predictive mecha-

nisms are less developed in younger readers, faster presentation rates

did not increase error signals in this group. Additionally, children in

time 1, but not time 2, activated the cognitive control regions to a

greater extent in the accelerated condition. As discussed above, this

suggested increased recruitment of the multi-demand domain-general

regions for executive control in response to higher task demands.

Therefore, increased fluency demands increased processing within

the vOT for the more proficient readers and increased cognitive con-

trol recruitment in the emerging readers. Differences between accel-

erated and comfortable conditions were not observed at any of the

time points. Therefore, increased task demands for the accelerated

conditions did not translate into measurable differences in vOT

response profile. Only the comparison against individually determined

speeds and the constrained speed revealed differences in activation.

This suggests that the individually determined speed represented

increased speed demands for the comfortable condition as children

were attempting to the read the materials at their most efficient pace.

Our task, therefore, was sensitive to individual speed differences and

represents an ecologically valid neural measure of fluency.

3.4 | Alternative explanation for patterns of results

As an alternative to the predictive coding framework, increased acti-

vation in the vOT was proposed to reflect the extent of perceptual

expertise of the region (McCandliss & Noble, 2003). This idea is con-

sistent with the learning-curve hypothesis in skill acquisition

(Poldrack & Gabrieli, 2001; Pugh et al., 2008), which proposes that ini-

tial skill acquisition is accompanied by increased activation in task-

specific cortical areas followed by reduced activation within that area

as it becomes specialized. Accordingly, increased response of the

region to letters has been demonstrated in newly literate adults

(Dehaene et al., 2010), individuals trained on a new orthography

(Brem et al., 2010), and in literate as compared with pre-reading chil-

dren (Saygin et al., 2016). Consistent with the current study, this

framework would predict increased activation in older as compared

with younger children to sentences. Inconsistent with the current

results, however, increased activation to letter strings (stimuli that

children have more expertise in processing) would be expected.

Another possible explanation is that vOT reflects differences in

task demands. Such an explanation has previously been shown to

account for increased activation in tasks that require processing low-

frequency words, for example, rather than high-frequency words

(Dehaene & Cohen, 2011). This explanation is consistent with the

increased activation of the vOT region in faster as compared with

slower presentation rates. In the current study, however, children

showed a developmental increase in vOT activation from time 1 to

time 2, despite reduced task demands as they became more expert

readers. Therefore, this account also fails to explain the current

findings.

3.5 | vOT specialization in relation to fluency skills

The changes in vOT activation across the two time points were

related to improvements in reading fluency performance. These
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findings highlight the reciprocal interaction between reading develop-

ment and the neural specialization for reading. As children become

more proficient readers, vOT activation increases. As vOT becomes

more specialized for reading, children become increasingly automatic

in their word identification. The majority of the previous studies dem-

onstrating links between reading proficiency and vOT specialization

have focused on cross-sectional comparisons (e.g., Carreiras et al.,

2009; Church et al., 2008; Dehaene et al., 2010; Turkeltaub

et al., 2003)- or lower-level reading skills (Ben-Shachar et al., 2011;

Maurer et al., 2006, 2011; Skeide et al., 2017). Our findings are impor-

tant because they demonstrate that variable and individually deter-

mined increased fluency demands modulate the specialization of vOT

for reading only after word identification proficiency is achieved.

According to Chall's stages of reading, fluency is a bridge that

moves students from proficient decoding to the extraction of meaning

from connected text (Chall, 1983; Chard et al., 2002). The transition

from a focus on accurate word identification to using text to gain new

knowledge and ideas through reading increasingly complex texts

(reading to learn) is set to occur in 4th grade in English-readers. Our

findings that beyond just proficiency in decoding, rate of decoding is

an important contributor to vOT activity, supports the significant role

of fluency in reading development. We show that activation of vOT is

a sensitive index of speed of processing—and consequently of auto-

maticity in word recognition—that underlies the development of flu-

ency in this critical period of transitioning into reading fluency and

proficiency. In accordance with the multi-componential view of flu-

ency, vOT is an important hub that receives and processes predictive

signals from higher-language brain regions that support semantic,

phonological, and attentional processes as well as feed-forward

lower-level visual signals. Our findings suggest that the automaticity

of processing in this hub underlies fluent reading and that the transi-

tion to the “reading to learn” stage is a critical time for this region's

neural specialization.

The educational implications of individual variability in reading

fluency are great. In one study of students who took the NAEP read-

ing assessment in 2002, 40% of the fourth-grade samples were identi-

fied as “non-fluent” readers (Daane, 2005). Fluency skills account for

a significant and unique variance in reading comprehension (Cutting

et al., 2009; Joshi & Aaron, 2000; Silverman et al., 2013; Tilstra

et al., 2009), and mediates the relationship between word reading and

reading comprehension (Kim et al., 2021; Kim & Wagner, 2015). The

negative impact of fluency deficits have been shown to extend to

many other school subjects (Panel [U.S.], 2000). Indeed, dysfluent

reading diverts cognitive resources such as attention and working

memory away from comprehension and thereby hinders deep proces-

sing of and learning from text (Cain et al., 2004; Perfetti, 1985). Fur-

thermore, reading speed is strongly associated with children's self-

concept regarding their reading skills and affects their motivation for

reading (Kasperski et al., 2016).

Our findings can be extended to support the significance of inter-

ventions that prioritize fluency-building strategies. Repeated reading

is the most common strategy that explicitly targets reading fluency. In

a recent meta-analysis 90% of fluency intervention studies focused

on this strategy (Hudson et al., 2020). These interventions aim to both

promote fluency and advance more distal outcomes of reading com-

prehension. Based on the neurocognitive development model of vOT

specialization, repeated reading would strengthen the connections

between visual word features and their higher-level linguistic counter-

parts, resulting in increased automaticity of processing of ortho-

graphic patterns and subsequently greater fluency. Greater fluency

would allow the multi-demand network to be engaged in the cogni-

tively demanding process of assigning meaning, monitoring, inferring,

and building coherence while reading connected text.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We examined the development of the neural correlates underlying

the development of reading fluency throughout 1–2 years of elemen-

tary schooling in a longitudinal design. Our results showed increased

ventral occipito-temporal activation longitudinally and when increas-

ing reading speed demands. Furthermore, increased activation was

associated with better fluency development. These findings shed light

on the reciprocal importance of the ventral occipito-temporal cortex

for the development of reading fluency. Specifically, the increased

engagement of this region in sentence reading (compared with letter

strings) and during accelerated reading is modulated by and supports

reading proficiency. These findings also provide mechanistic insights

for the efficacy of repeated reading strategies to increase reading

fluency.
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